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Based on the idea that weddings have gotten more expensive than many couples can afford,

Wedding for $1000 was started as a money-saving resource for couples planning a wedding on a

budget. Want a fast run down of a few ways to save money on your wedding? We've got them

covered here! From how to set up your wedding priorities to how to reframe your idea of wedding

spending, these tips will have you saving hundreds to thousands of dollars on your wedding. This

book is just the tip of an extremely large iceberg, with many more ideas, DIY projects and budget

wedding suggestions found on Wedding for $1000. Check out more on www.weddingfor1000.com.
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This book was perfect for me as I am starting my wedding planning. It was a quick read about

saving money on weddings. It perfect if you are trying to make your small budget work for the

perfect wedding. I loved it!

The author was kind enough to provide me with a copy of the book. I read through it. I think it's an

excellent guide for those that want to have a wedding but don't want to end up with having to take



out a loan. Or end up making payments for the next ten years just to cover the costs of proclaiming

to the world they love each other and are getting married. Fantastic guide both for how to

accomplish this. Also a good guide without meaning to be about how even at the earliest stages of

marriage communication being key. Doubles as a good marriage aide for dealing with daily

problems as well as wedding planning issues if you read between the lines here.

What a fun little book! Packed with ideas that I'd never considered and links to explore, it's a great

place to start planning a wedding. It's also guy-friendly- -make this the first one that you ask him to

read. The author understands that a team marriage starts with team wedding planning.

Finally a fun, fresh perspective on wedding planning. If you're planning a wedding, this book is for

you! Maigen Thomas offers honest advice as a bride who has thrown her dream wedding on a

budget. Though the title suggests it's great for small budget couples, this book is also for couples

who need to know where to start when they get engaged, the couple who wants to save money and

not sacrifice style, and for the couple who sincerely just needs some real wedding planning advice

without the fluff. This book covers every aspect of a wedding and helps you consider how to go

about creating a budget that fits your particular wedding style. A must read for any couple about to

tie the knot!

Because I am a wedding photographer, I was given this book for free to read and review. I thought it

was a quick, fun read that ties in with the point of the Wedding for $1000 website: "A wedding

doesn't have to be expensive to be right for YOU", which I totally agree with.I work with couples that

have a wide range of budgets, and I enjoy getting to know them all. I would happily recommend this

book to couples with small budget and large, because I think everyone will get something different

out of this book.

I got the book from Ms. Thomas for free in exchange for reading it and giving an honest opinion. I

have already planned the bulk of my wedding, but there were still some ideas in this book that are

valuable for anyone planning a wedding on a very small budget. Ours is only $7,000 and that has

made it difficult to do all that we wanted to. Keeping the perspective of what the wedding is about is

a key point that Ms. Thomas makes and she is so right. Enjoy this book, it's worth the small price,

and enjoy your wedding!



I received this book for free from the author in exchange for my honest review. It was easy to agree

- I'm in the last four months of planning my wedding, and things are feeling a little hectic.Planning a

Wedding on a Small Budget was great. It calmed me down about some of the more crazy ideas I felt

'had' to happen, and I was more comfortable making decisions about whether or not, I could cut

some elements out of the wedding. You should read this book!

I received this book for free in exchange for my honest review. I feel like this is a great little book for

someone just getting started with wedding planning. It has some great points for saving money for a

few of the most important parts of the wedding. I think this $3 purchase would be a more than fair

exchange for the amount this book could save you.
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